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A Letter from Our Founder

My name is Greg Wilkoff, Founder and President of Adept Networks. I’ve 
always had an entrepreneurial spirit and, as a technician, I love solving 
problems for my clients. I’ve worked in IT and telecom since 1995, gaining 
valuable skills in Seattle, Los Angeles and Portland while installing and 
maintaining systems in hospitals and other enterprises. 

In 2002, I saw an opportunity to create the best company for my clients 
and my team. I started Adept Networks, which began as an IT and 
technology services provider in Southern Oregon, with a mission
to be the most trustworthy, most caring and most knowledgeable. 

I’ve worked diligently through the years to build up a reputation as a 
trusted and competent IT services company in order to provide peace of 
mind for our community. I believe in playing the long game by nurturing 
great relationships with my clients and my employees. I work to assemble 
the very best team of caring individuals I can find, making sure that every 
Adept Networks team member is laser-focused on serving our clients 
well and building up the company to be a solid and reliable shelter in a 
world of technical service uncertainty.

I’ve seen businesses suffer with IT companies that don’t serve them as 
promised. My team and I have worked diligently and made serious 
investments in systems, solutions, people and process to provide your 
business with great service. For me, business success is measured by 
happy customers and happy employees. Everything else will fall into 
place if these are the mission of a company. 

I’ve made them my mission. I’m committed to your productivity
and success.

Sincerely,

Greg Wilkoff
Founder and President
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